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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a correction of the Mobility Entropy
indicator (ME) used to describe the diversity of individual
movement patterns as can be captured by data from mobile
phones. We argue that a correction is necessary because standard
calculations of ME show a structural dependency on the
geographical density of observation points, rendering results
biased and comparisons between regions incorrect. As a solution,
we propose the Corrected Mobility Entropy (CME). We apply our
solution to a French mobile phone dataset with ∼18.5 million
users. Results show CME to be less correlated to cell-tower density
(r = –0.17 instead of –0.59 for ME). As a spatial pattern of mobility
diversity, we find CME values to be higher in suburban regions
compared to their related urban centers, while both decrease
considerably with lowering urban center sizes. Based on
regression models, we find mobility diversity to relate to factors
like income and employment. Additionally, using CME reveals
the role of car use in relation to land use, which was not
recognized when using ME values. Our solution enables a better
description of individual mobility at a large scale, which has
applications in official statistics, urban planning and policy, and
mobility research.

KEYWORDS
Mobility Entropy; CDR data;
mobility studies; regional
geography; urban areas

Introduction

The study of large-scale human movement has benefitted greatly from advances in infor-
mation technologies, allowing for the collection of data on individual movement for large-
scale populations. Traditional approaches, such as interviews, questionnaires, and travel
diaries are ill-suited to study large populations because they require considerable effort
from both researchers and participants, which in turn results in datasets with smaller
sample sizes, limited observation periods, and even incomplete information (Chen
et al., 2014; Janzen et al., 2016; Janzen et al., 2018). In contrast, modern technologies
like GPS, Location-Based Services (LBS), Location-Based Social Networks (LBSN),
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Online Social Networks (OSN), and mobile phone data, are all capable of passively sensing
individual movement for large groups of individuals and at high spatio-temporal resol-
ution. As a consequence, datasets captured by these technologies have been widely deployed
to study large-scale human mobility patterns (Bojic et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2014; Pappalardo
et al., 2013; Wolf et al., 2001). The contribution to the literature is that they have allowed for
the derivation of several statistical properties of large-scale human mobility, e.g., power-law
distributions of displacements, mobility motifs, visitation frequency, and staying time (Gon-
zález et al., 2008; Song, Koren, et al., 2010; Song, Qu, et al., 2010; Szell et al., 2012; Wang et al.,
2014) and they have inspired works that try tomodel the observed empirical properties (Kang
et al., 2012; Noulas et al., 2012; Simini et al., 2012). One downside of datasets with large
samples of individuals is that their investigation tends to presume universality of the observed
empirical properties. Consequently, these works are, either implicitly or explicitly, advocating
a disputable universality of human movement leading to a generalist and limited view of
human mobility (Schwanen, 2016).

The presumption of universality in human mobility opposes decades of (geographical)
research that has been focusing on the particularity of individual movement and the (geo-
graphical) context in which it is situated (Schwanen, 2016). Individual mobility, for
instance, is influenced by a wide range of constraints, including socioeconomic character-
istics and the direct environment (Asgari et al., 2013), which differ between individuals as
well as between geographical regions (given that constraints can be common for larger
populations). The problem with positivist, empiricist approaches is not necessarily that
they fail to address particularity; as a posteriori confrontation with context-situated
insights might benefit both strands of research (Beckers et al., 2017). It is that they fail
to recognize how their methodological canon is erasing particularity (or when it comes
to large-scale mobility: geographical heterogeneity), leading to limited insights,
unthoughtful application, and even the use of incorrect methodologies.

In this paper, we address a clear example of such an “incorrect”methodology. We show
how the canonically usedMobility Entropy (ME), an indicator for the diversity of individ-
ual movement, by design fails to incorporate geographical heterogeneity. Consequently, it
cannot be used for objective comparison at the scale of regions or even urban areas. We
find that the standard calculation of ME is dependent on the geographical density of obser-
vations points,1 leading to similar movement patterns to have higher values of ME in areas
with higher densities of observation points. In the case of Call Detailed Record (CDR) CDR
data, for example, regions with high densities of cell-towers, like cities or popular tourist
destinations, will by definition depict higherME values. Other data collection technologies,
like OSN or LBS, are equally prone to this problem given that they too display structural
differences in observation point density (check-in locations and locations of service use
respectively).

Figure 1 illustrates the problem, showing how the same movement pattern results in
different ME values for areas A, B, C, which are characterized by a decreasing density
of observation points. The obtained mobility entropy values differ significantly because
the resolution of information derived from the cell-tower network is different. The impli-
cation is an ME indicator that is spatially biased when densities of observation points are
different, resulting in incorrect spatial distributions of ME values. Consequently, ME
values form a non-objective indicator for comparison between regions, all the while affect-
ing interpretations, applications, and models that are based on them.
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As a solution, we propose an adaptation of the standard ME to what we call the Cor-
rected Mobility Entropy (CME). We elaborate our proposition based on individual move-
ment patterns of almost 18.5 million users captured in a CDR dataset by the French
telecom operator Orange. Our main results consist of a comparison between ME and
CME values. We show how locally aggregated CME values (1) are less correlated to
cell-tower densities, (2) depict different spatial patterns for regions as well as functional
urban areas as defined by the French Statistics Office, and (3) have different relations
to mobility-related indicators collected nation-wide by census or remote sensing. Our
findings urge the research community to reconsider the use of the standard ME indicator,
especially when comparing geographical regions with clear structural differences in obser-
vation point density.

Related Work

Capturing Large-Scale Movement Patterns with CDR Data

Call Detail Records (CDR) data are the most basic examples of mobile phone data. They
are generated as a byproduct of mobile phone activity and stored by the network provider
for billing or maintenance purposes. CDRs contain metadata of each interaction (call or
text) of the subscriber with the operator’s network, including location data at the level
of the contacted cellular tower. Based on CDR data, movement patterns of individuals
can be re-constructed at cell-tower network resolution and with the temporal granularity

Figure 1. Illustration of the effect of different cell-tower densities on the calculation of the temporally-
uncorrelated mobility entropy (ME) Mobility entropy for the same path (dotted line) of a user in three
different density settings is calculated and shown to be different
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of a user’s cell phone activity. The main difficulty in this perspective are sporadic obser-
vations for certain users and differing accuracy of location detection with changing tower
density (Ranjan et al., 2012; Tanahashi et al., 2012).

CDR data have extensively been used to study large-scale human mobility patterns
(Kung et al., 2014; Ranjan et al., 2012; Simini et al., 2012), population presence
(Deville et al., 2014), and other topics.2 The real strength of CDR data with relation to
mobility is its ability to capture movement on a fine-grained resolution for populations
of, often, millions of users. Compared to the gathering of other data, the gathering of
CDR data is more cost-effective, less biased, and available on a much larger scale in
terms of users, geographical coverage, and time periods compared to traditional data
gathering methods (Järv et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2013), while collected at the individual
level, CDR data still allows for a reconstruction and quantification of individual move-
ment patterns. As a consequence, indicators for individual mobility, like the number of
visited cell-towers, the radius of gyration, or the mobility entropy, have been derived
from mobile phone data and are used to inform large-scale studies on, for instance,
the mobility footprint of users (Sridharan and Bolot, 2013), mobility differences
between population groups (Bajardi et al., 2015; Cranshaw et al., 2010), or the relation
between mobility and poverty (Pappalardo et al., 2016).

Defining the Mobility Entropy (ME) Indicator

In this paragraph, we focus on the Mobility Entropy (ME) indicator. An exact definition of
mobility entropy is provided for in the following paragraphs but an intuitive interpretation
can already be formulated: mobility entropy is the uncertainty of location visits or, in other
terms, the diversity of visited locations by an individual mobile phone user.

The standard definition of mobility entropy is based on the entropy concept developed
by Claude Shannon in his seminal work: A Mathematical Theory of Communication. In
this work, Shannon discusses the transmission of messages through a system as a sequence
of transitions in a Markov chain. Due to the different transition probabilities in such a
Markov chain, an uncertainty of the next transition can be calculated. Here is where
the Shannon entropy was introduced. Based on the probabilities associated with the poss-
ible transitions of one state in a Markov chain to another, at each transition an entropy
value could be calculated, representing the rate at which new information is produced
(Shannon, 2001 [1948]).

The formula for entropy is rather simple; at least in comparison to the complexity of the
system it is trying to characterize (Equation 1). The base of the logarithm can vary.
Shannon used base two as he was studying communication systems that depend on
bits. In this paper, base ten will be used, following the example of other mobility-
related works in the literature (Lin et al., 2012; de Montjoye et al., 2016; Pappalardo
et al., 2016); resulting in the decimal entropy (H ). One can interpret the formula as a
counteracting between the probability of a state (pi) and its own logarithm (log(pi)) result-
ing in a function (H ) reaching a maximum when equal probabilities are observed for all
states.

H = −
∑n
i=1

pi log (pi) (1)
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with

i = state in the sytem

n = the total number of states in the system

pi = probability of occurence of a state i

The Shannon entropy can be applied to several systems, including individual move-
ment patterns, to serve as a measure for the degree of predictability. In a movement
pattern perspective, each visited location equals a state and the probability of being in a
state, ideally, equals the time a user spends in this location. The mobility entropy,
hence, becomes the degree of predictability of the movement pattern of a person or, con-
versely, the diversity of an individual movement pattern.

Applying Shannon’s entropy to individual movement patterns derived from CDR data,
Song, Qu et al. (2010) propose three different ways of calculating mobility entropy: (1)
random entropy, (2) temporally-uncorrelated entropy and (3) real entropy. For all three
measures, locations (and thus states of the systems) are based on the visited cell-towers.
However, the probabilities of being in a certain state (at a certain cell-tower) are calculated
differently and are provided by (1) whether the user visited the cell-tower before or not, (2)
the number of times the user visited a cell-tower and (3) the actual time spent by a user in
the area of a cell-tower. The last of which, (3), is not obtainable given the sparse temporal
resolution of most users in the CDR dataset and given that the first neglects to take full
advantage of the available information in the CDR dataset, we will continue this work
by using the temporally-uncorrelated entropy only (2). The full equation of the tem-
porally-uncorrelated entropy is given in Equation 2, and a graphic illustration of its cal-
culation for one user in the dataset is given in Figure 2.

ME = −
∑n
i=1

pi log (pi) and pi = ei
e

(2)

with

i = the tower under consideration

n = the total number of towers visited by a user

pi = probability of a user visiting tower i

ei = the number of mobile phone events by a user at tower i

e = the total number of mobile phone events by a user

Remember that the problem statement of our paper is that the standard calculation of ME,
as defined in Equation 2 incorporates a bias because of its dependency on the number of
observation points (or thus cell-towers in the case of CDR data) in an area. Higher
numbers of observations points (cell-towers) lead to higher values for n and lower
values for pi both combined resulting in higher values for ME.

Mobility Entropy and Uncertain Predictability of Human Mobility

The real breakthrough of mobility entropy in literature came with the seminal paper by
Song, Qu et al. (2010). They show that, for a three-month long CDR dataset of 45,000
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users (selected on amount of activities), the distribution of real entropy values peaks at 0.8.
Using a log with base 2 this indicates the expected uncertainty of the next visited location
by a person to be 20.8 = 1.78 or thus fewer than two locations. Building further on this
finding they establish an explicit formula for the upper bound of predictability of
human movement patterns, and find a surprising 93 percent of potential predictability
in their dataset; meaning that “despite the apparent randomness of the individuals’ trajec-
tories, a historical record of the daily mobility pattern of the users hides an unexpectedly
high degree of potential predictability” (Song, Qu et al., 2010: 1020).

Stimulated by this finding and guided by statistical properties empirically derived from
large-scale records of human movement, e.g., the distribution of displacements (Cheng
et al., 2011; Kang et al., 2012; Yan et al., 2013), a large number of predictive models for
human mobility have recently been developed. Such models take into account different
influencing aspects, ranging from population characteristics (Gonzalez et al., 2008) and
individuals’ activities (Song, Koren, et al., 2010) to geographical environments (Kang
et al., 2012), and distance effects (Noulas et al., 2012; Simini et al., 2012), hereby shedding
different lights on what actually makes up the supposed predictability of human move-
ment (Liu et al., 2014).

As these models have become significantly more advanced, covering finer resolutions of
space and time, some works have been directed to understanding the sensitivity of predict-
ability to different spatial and temporal scales (Jensen et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2012; Smith

Figure 2. Graphic illustration for the calculation of mobility entropy from CDR data. (A) The actual path a
user follows in space (dotted lines) and the events he initiates (red dots) at cell-towers (black dots). The
Voronoi polygons (full lines) represent the service area borders of the different cell phone. (B) The mobi-
lity network based on the visited towers. This representation accords with the random entropy in Song
et al., 2010b. (C) The mobility network based on the number of visits to the towers. This representation
accords with the temporal-uncorrelated entropy in Song et al., 2010b and will be used throughout the
rest of the work. (D) Database representation of the different steps to calculate the temporal-uncorre-
lated mobility entropy for one user with unique identifiers of cell-tower locations
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et al., 2014), different data collection techniques (Jensen et al., 2010) and practical limit-
ations like topological characteristics (Smith et al., 2014). Until 2012, predictability
changes with respect to different spatial/temporal scales were largely unknown (Lin
et al., 2012). Investigating this sensitivity, Lin et al. find a “rather linear [positive] relation”
between scale and the predictability upper bound for eight individuals tracked with high-
resolution GPS. This finding is in line with Smith et al. (2014), who strongly challenge
assumed upper bounds in literature arguing that they do not consider real-world topolo-
gical characteristics. Taking into account topological constraints, they too find that pre-
dictability relates to scale but this time “almost exponentially” (Smith et al., 2014).

The sensitivity of movement predictability to spatial scale bears two consequences.
First, it means that human movement is potentially less predictable than had been pre-
viously assumed. With respect to predictive models, this means that incorporation of vari-
ables other than location information, as well as good insights in how predictability is
distributed among populations, will most likely be needed to improve prediction perform-
ance. The former has been proposed by several lines of work that suggest that knowledge
about social networks might improve mobility prediction (Cho et al., 2011; De Domenico
et al., 2013; Phithakkitnukoon et al., 2012; Toole et al., 2015). Concerning the latter, there
has been a recent rise in studies investigating the relationship between mobility indicators
(like ME) and mobile phone usage (Lu et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2016), demographics (Yuan
and Raubal, 2016), economic indicators (Bajardi et al., 2015; Pappalardo et al., 2016),
social-temporal orders (Yuan et al., 2012), and even the built environment (Yuan et al.,
2012; Yuan and Raubal, 2016). Similar investigations existed before, but were mostly
done on much smaller sample sets. ME, for instance, has been used in individual activity
tracking to obtain insights in its temporal differences (day, night, week, weekend) (Cho
et al., 2011) as well as between population groups (Cranshaw et al., 2010).

The sensitivity of movement predictability to spatial scale means that differences in
spatial scale result in a problematic comparison of mobility traces. Lin et al. (2012: 386)
noted this volatility when their experiments suggested “changing temporal scales has
similar effects on the predictability of different individuals, while changing the spatial
scale has different effects, depending on the mobility characteristics of each individual.”
Osgood et al. (2016: 3) state:

comparing different individuals in the same dataset could be problematic if there is hetero-
geneity in the geographic bin size or sampling rate; for example, in a study comparing the
mobility of rural and urban populations through cell phone records, where the rural
Voronoi cells were systemically and significantly larger than their urban counterparts.

Osgood et al. (2016) are, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the first and only to
provide a theoretical derivation of a scaling law for mobility entropy. Using Lempel-ziv
compression on non-repeating straight-line paths to estimate mobility entropy, they
show how ME’s scaling behavior can be described by four terms: the length of the path,
the average velocity of the agent, the width of the spatial bin, and the period of the
sampling rate. Despite several assumptions and the limited applicability of their current
approach, they show that a theoretical solution for the spatial heterogeneity problem
should be feasible in the future.

In the next few paragraphs, we demonstrate how the heterogeneity of spatial scales
affects the calculation of ME for a large CDR dataset in France. Our contribution is
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twofold. First, we are the first to address the problem in an applied, explicitly spatial way;
seeking to understand how the heterogeneity of spatial scales results in a wrongful depic-
tion of mobility (predictability) in the French territory and how this misinformation
relates to larger regions, like urban areas. Second, we propose an easy solution that
exists in correcting the standard ME formula to minimize dependency on the density of
observation points that is responsible for the heterogeneity of spatial scales in the first
place. Although our solution is difficult to validate and will certainly not be as elegant
as theoretical solutions worked out in the future, it serves well in unveiling the spatial
aspects and extent of the problem.

Defining Corrected Mobility Entropy (CME)

To balance the influence of cell-tower density onMEwe propose a simple, yet effective, nor-
malization of the entropy formula for cell-tower density. Existing entropy normalization, like
that done in the Python toolbox “bandicoot,” consists of dividing the entropy by the logarithm
of either the number of visited towers or the number of events (deMontjoye et al., 2016). Such
approach might seem promising but in fact corrects for the amount of actions on the cell-
tower, not for the distribution of cell-towers. For this reason our proposition focuses on the
correction of each cell-tower in the entropy formula based on its surrounding cell-tower
density. The formula for Corrected Mobility Entropy (CME) then becomes:

CME = −
∑n
i=1

pi log (pi)ci and pi = ei
e

(3)

with

i = the tower under consideration

n = the total number of towers visited by an user

pi = probability of a user visiting tower i

ci = the correction factor for tower i

ei = the number of mobile phone events by an user at tower i

e = the total number of mobile phone events by an user

The idea behind the proposed correction is straightforward. When cell-tower density is high,
visiting a new cel0l-tower (and hereby increasing the mobility entropy) becomes easier and
should, therefore, be assigned a lower weight compared to visiting a new cell-tower in a
low-density area, where the registration of a user on a new cell-tower is more unique. The
assignment of weights happens by means of a simple correction factor that directly relates
to the cell-tower density.

Before explaining how we derive a correction factor from cell-tower density, it is impor-
tant to define which proxy for cell-tower density we use. We experimented with different
proxies and, ultimately, opted to use Voronoi polygons that are based on the locations of
the different cell-towers as a metric of cell-tower density. This way, we avoid other proxies
that would have user defined parameters like, for example, the radius of a circular area in
which to count the density of cell-towers. Concerning the Voronoi polygons, both surface
and circumference were examined. We selected the Voronoi circumference because it was
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less influenced by irregular Voronoi shapes. The intuitive meaning of using the Voronoi
circumference is clear: high-density areas will have smaller Voronoi polygons, while the
opposite happens in low-density areas. A possible disadvantage of this proxy might be
the limited density detection range, as the circumference is only influenced by the
towers directly surrounding the tower under consideration.

Converting the Voronoi circumference to correction factor ci was done based on
Equation 4. We perform a logarithmic scaling on the calculated Voronoi circumferences
and bound the resulting ci values to a range within a and b. This means that the cell-tower
with the smallest Voronoi circumference (indicative for a high density of observation
points in the area) will have a correction factor ci that equals to a. Similarly, the cell-
tower with the largest Voronoi circumference will have a correction factor ci that equals
to b. Note that, in the case of France, we opted to use a logarithmic scaling because of a
disproportionally large number of cell-towers with very small Voronoi circumferences
that relate to the Paris area. Note also that we deliberately take our scaling range to be sym-
metrical around 1, implicating a correction factor that becomes larger when density devi-
ates more from the mean density.

We define parameter a and b by minimizing the dependency to cell-tower density of the
CME values that result from them. In our case we tested the sensitivity of a, b parameter
choice for a–b sets 0.5–1.5; 0.6–1.4; 0.7–1.3; 0.8–1.2; and 0.9–1.1. We decided to use
scaling range 0.7–1.3 because it minimized the Pearson correlation coefficient between
CME and cell-tower density to –0.17 as shown in Figure 3b. Scatterplots and Pearson cor-
relation coefficients for the other scaling ranges are displayed in the Appendix (See
Figure A1). Remark that for scaling range 0.6–1.4 the correlation coefficient with cell-
tower density is even lower (0.07) but because of the changing of relation (positive
versus negative), we opted to not use this scaling range. Sensitivity analysis at higher res-
olution (e.g., 0.01 level) has not been performed as calculations of CME values for the
entire dataset are rather time-costly, but could help specify the parameter choice
further. In addition, our chosen scaling range accords well with the scaling range of
entropy modification as proposed by Montjoye et al. (2013).

ci = log10
(10a − 10b)∗(di −min(d))

max (d)−min (d)
+ 10b

( )
(4)

Figure 3. Correlations between cell-tower density (estimated by means of the Voronoi circumference
of all cell-towers) and (a) average ME, (b) average CME All averages are calculated by the average value
for all users having a detected ‘home’ at the concerned cell-tower. All parameter estimations for the
linear regression are p < 0.05
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di = voronoi cicumference for cell tower i

(d) = the set of voronoi circumferences for all cell-towers

a,b = the lower and upper bound of the scaling range

ci = the scaled correction factor for tower i

Analyzing Differences between Mobility Entropy and Corrected Mobility
Entropy in France

Data

In this study, we use access to a CDR dataset by the telecom operator Orange and covering
the French mainland. The dataset consists of the activities of ∼19 million subscribers
during a period of 154 consecutive days in 2007 (May 13 to October 14) and gathers loca-
tional (the used cell-tower), temporal (time of action), and interactional information (who
contacts whom) every time a call or text is initiated or received by the subscribers of the
network. The spatial resolution of the dataset, therefore, is restricted to the spatial distri-
bution of 17,385 cell-towers making up the Orange operational network in France. The
locations of all cell-towers are known but their distribution in space is not uniform as
can be observed in Figure A3 (in the Appendix). In general, higher densities of cell-
towers can be found in more densely populated areas like cities or coastlines, as well as
along transport axes. Lower densities of cell-towers are observed in more rural areas, as
well as in mountain or natural areas. Summary metrics of the distributions of the circum-
ference of the Voronoi polygons per Urban Area class (as defined by French National Stat-
istics: INSEE) are displayed in Table A2 (See the Appendix). The differences in density of
cell-towers (or thus the average spatial precision) are largest between major poles and sub-
urban areas of major poles, with a mean Voronoi circumference of 7.6 km for centers of
major poles and 25.4 km for surroundings of major poles. For medium poles and small
poles differences between centers and surroundings become increasingly smaller, respect-
ively 9.9 km (31.4–21.5) and 3.5 (34.9–31.4) km.

In a first step of pre-processing, we limited the data to 44 consecutive days between
September 1, 2007 and October 15, 2007. This period was chosen to avoid as much as
possible the inclusion of holiday trips in the mobility pattern which typically occur
during summer months, while still having a long enough observation period to capture
daily routines. Previous studies indicate that a time period over one month is sufficient
to capture habitual behavior (Schlich and Axhausen, 2003). Next, users from other provi-
ders or countries are omitted, as their registration on the network only happens occasion-
ally as such no sound mobility patterns can be recorded. Finally, service numbers that do
not belong to individuals as well as numbers that display machine-like activities, like
highly frequent, highly repetitive or high-volume call patterns were omitted. The filtered,
ultimately deployed dataset, stores a total of 3,926,725,446 location traces for 18,581,513
users of which 72.95 percent are derived from call and 27.05 percent from text actions.

To gain further insight in the differences between ME and CME at a nationwide scale,
we investigate their relation with several socioeconomic and environmental variables in
France obtained by census data and remote sensing. All socioeconomic variables were
obtained from the French National Statistics office (INSEE) for the year 2007 and
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information for the environmental variables was retrieved from Corine Land Cover maps
based on satellite images of 2006, both of which are freely available to the public. As census
data is captured at the level of the administrative municipality, we change the spatial res-
olution of our investigation to the French municipality level when using them. We calcu-
late value distributions for ME and CME per municipality by merging the observations of
all cell-towers, and their related users, that are located in the same municipality. A list and
description of the used socioeconomic and environmental variables is given in Table A1
(in the Appendix).

Methods

Mobility Entropy (ME) and Corrected Mobility Entropy (CME) indicators were calculated
for all ∼18.5 million users in the French CDR dataset. In order to analyze their differences,
spatial patterns, and relation with census data and remote sensing data, values for individ-
ual users were aggregated at the cell-tower level. Each of the 17,385 cell-towers in our
dataset were attributed the average ME and CME values of all users that have a detected
“home” at this cell-tower. To attribute cell-towers as “homes” to users in the CDR dataset
we use the “time restraints” home-detection algorithm as described in Vanhoof et al.
(2016, 2018). In this algorithm, we select, for each user, the cell-tower that had the
highest amount of his/her activities during weekends and between 7 pm and 9 am on
weekdays.

Spatial patterns of ME and CME values can consequently be analyzed based on the
available geolocation of the cell-towers. To highlight spatial patterns, we used the Getis-
Ord Gi* statistics as, for example, shown in Figure 5. This statistic reveals significant clus-
ters of high (/low) values (hot- and cold-spots) as they are positioned in their wider
environments. One remarkable observation when analyzing the Getis-Ord Gi* statistics
of both ME and CME values was that multiple areas in France have statistically lower
than expected values of both ME and CME (cold-spots). As most of these areas were
remote or mountainous areas one could interpret human mobility to be different here.
Another explanation, inspired by of the extreme low numbers of average visited cell-
towers per user in these areas (See Figure 5b), is that individual movement is insufficiently
observed in these areas (among others because of large Voronoi cells), resulting in abnor-
mally low entropy values. In other words, the spatial resolution of the cell-tower network
in these areas might not be sufficient to study the diversity of human mobility. As a con-
sequence, we decided to filter out cell-towers where the average number of visited towers
over the 1.5-month period is smaller than 10. The exact spatial pattern of this filtering is
visible in Figure 5d. In total 814 out of 17,385 cell-towers were omitted; that is about 4.6
percent of the cell-towers in France.

To obtain a clearer insight on the spatial patterns of ME and CME with respect to the
urban system in France, we investigate their distributions when aggregated into the Urban
Area classification as proposed by the French National Statistical Institute (INSEE). This
classification is produced every five to ten years based on the identification of employment
centers and their area of influence through commuting data.3 As such it goes beyond the
typical physical borders defined by continuity of buildings often used in urban unit deli-
neation and allows studying city organization and development based on the dynamic
interactions between locations (Combes et al., 2016; Vanhoof et al., 2017).
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As listed in Table 1, the Urban Area classification in France consists of nine classes,
being distinguished mainly by the size of the employment center in the “central urban
unit.” Major, medium, and small poles are employment centers offering respectively
>10,000, between 5,000 and 10,000 and between 1,500 and 5,000 jobs. The surroundings
of a pole are defined by identifying municipalities of which more than 40 percent of the
working population commutes daily to this pole. Special cases are being recognized for
municipalities that have several poles to commute to (multi-polarized municipalities) or
municipalities that are not influenced by major, medium, or small poles (isolated munici-
palities). A spatial distribution of the Urban Areas in France is shown in the Appendix (See
Figure A2). We calculate value distributions for ME and CME per Urban Areas by
merging the observations of all cell-towers, and their related users that are located in
the same urban area as defined by INSEE. Comparisons between distributions are done
based on pairwise Wilcoxon Rank Sum test.

Ultimately, we investigate the relations between ME values, CME values, socioeco-
nomic and environmental variables. Our goal here is to see how correcting mobility
entropy influences the relation with socioeconomic and environmental variables, as well
as to inform on the processes that lie behind the observed spatial patterns. In a first
step, we calculate and plot the simple linear regression between ME values, CME
values, and each socioeconomic or environmental variable pairwise. The simple linear
regressions provide a direct insight in the relation between each pair of variables but do
not allow for a proper comparison between independent variables with respect to their rel-
evance in predicting ME or CME values. For this reason, we perform, in a second step, a
multiple linear regression, using either ME or CME as dependent variable, and the nor-
malized socioeconomic and environmental variables as independent variables. Note, we
normalize all independent variables before creating the multiple regression models as it
allows us to compare estimated regression coefficients (and their statistical significance)
for each variable and hence to understand which variables have higher or lower predictive
power in the respective models. Because of the considerable multicollinearity between
several socioeconomic and environmental variables (for pairwise correlations between
all socioeconomic and environmental variables (See Table A3), we perform our multi-
variate linear regression with interaction terms. The inclusion of interaction terms
allows us to understand the degree to which the effect of an independent variable on
the dependent variable varies as a function of a second independent variable, and, there-
fore, helps us better understand or, at least, hypothesize the processes at play.

Table 1. Urban Areas as defined by INSEE, including the proportion of the number of municipalities and
the number of cell-towers of Orange categorized in these classes
Urban Area Class Description Urban Area Class Municipalities (%) Cell-towers (%)

111 Major Pole (more than 10.000 employments) 9 54
112 Surroundings of a major pole 34 18
211 Medium pole (5.000 to 10.000 employments) 1 3
212 Surroundings of a medium pole 2 1
221 Small pole (1.500 to 5.000 employments) 2 3
222 Surroundings of small pole 2 0.3
120 Multi-polarized, in a large urban area 11 5
300 Other multi-polarized municipalities 19 6
400 Isolated municipality outside influence 20 10

For the spatial pattern of this classification, see Appendix.
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Results

Correlating Mobility Entropy (ME), Corrected Mobility Entropy (CME), and Cell-
Tower Density

Validation of bothmeasures for humanmobility is hard given that no ground truth is avail-
able, nor can possibly be collected in the future due to the scale of the dataset. Assessment of
the proposed correction for mobility entropy, however, can be done by investigating the
relation between ME, CME, and the cell-tower density. Remember that the main reason
why we urged for a correction of the ME measure was because of its dependency on cell-
tower density. This structural bias is apparent in Figure 3a where we find the Pearson cor-
relation coefficient between ME and Voronoi circumference, our proxy for cell-tower
density, to be as high as –0.59. Applying the proposed correction, or thus considering the
CME values in Figure 3b, this correlation drops to –0.17. Although still showing a small
negative trend, most probably because of the influence of the highest tower density areas
(lowest Voronoi circumferences), it is fair to say the CME calculation largely diminishes
the effect of cell-tower density, as was its initial goal. The result is promising: CME values
are almost completely liberated from the structural bias of cell-tower density, rendering
them more comparable between regions with differing densities of cell-towers.

To better understand the working of our proposed correction, we investigate the
relationship between ME and CME for all cell-towers as given in Figure 4a. Cell-towers
that have equal average ME and CME values are situated on the 1:1 line, but are few.
Cell-towers that diverge from the 1:1 line are affected by the correction, with most of
them experiencing a small decrease between ME and CME. This is also obvious from
Figure 4b which shows the cumulative density distribution of the correction factors (ci)
as calculated by Equation 4. The bimodal distribution clearly indicates that most of the
cell-towers have experienced a correction factor <1, with a peak around 0.78. Cell-
towers that had an average correction factor >1 were observed less and, in general, cor-
rected to a smaller degree as can be observed from the second peak around 1.03.

The spatial pattern of correction factors, as shown in Figure 4c clearly shows the first
peak of (strongest) corrections (ci around 0.78) to be located in the city centers throughout
the country. This pattern is expected, as city centers typically have higher densities of cell-
towers. Areas in which the correction factor augments the mobility entropy values most
are rural and mountainous areas.

Spatial Patterns of (Corrected) Mobility Entropy in France

Above, we stated that higher densities of cell-towers, by definition of ME, result in higher
values for n and lower values for pi both combined resulting in higher values for ME. This
argument is well illustrated by the clear accordance of the spatial patterns in Figure 5a and
5b showing, respectively, the average ME values and the average number of visited cell-
towers (n) for users with presumed homes at each cell-tower. The spatial pattern shows
a highly centered pattern with extensions that relate to, respectively, areas with high popu-
lation densities and roads, once more supporting our argument that standard ME calcu-
lations are structurally biased.4.

On the contrary, the spatial pattern of CME values, as depicted in Figure 5c, renders a
more homogenous spatial pattern that, although still highlighting cities and main roads, is
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less dominated by them. Interestingly, it seems as CME values, in comparison to ME
values, are capable of differentiating smaller geographical regions. The most obvious
example of this is the wider Paris region where despite having a rather constant density
of cell-towers, spatial patterns of CME values are more complex compared to ME values.

Studying the hot- and cold-spots produced by the Getis-Ord Gi* statistic in Figure 5d,
we observe that cold-spots are either located in border regions, near important passage
roads, or in remote and mountainous areas that are close to filtered out areas. Possibly,
mobility patterns are different in these areas, but more probably these cold-spots form
an artifact of the data collection process. Similar to the filtered-out areas, the mountainous
and remote areas close to them might suffer from limited spatial resolution of cell-towers
resulting in insufficiently collected data to create representative mobility patterns. For
border regions, even though average numbers of visited towers in these regions are
higher and thus the spatial resolution of cell-towers can be deemed sufficient, it is
highly plausible that movement patterns are collected only partially as we cannot
observe cell phone activities outside the French territory.

Intriguingly, the hotspots of CME values are located just next to medium-sized and
large-sized cities like Nantes, Rennes, Toulouse, and Lyon, but not in their city centers.

Figure 4. (a) Correlation between average ME and CME values, (b) The cumulative density function of
the different correction factors (ci) used for the calculation of CME (c) Spatial pattern of the correction
factors (ci)
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Hypothetically, these clusters represent areas with high shares of commuters whom,
besides commuting by car, also have a rather mobile lifestyle, as commuting solely
would result in lower entropy values.5 The observation that such hotspots are found in
the vicinity of almost all medium-sizes cities in France forms a strong suggestion
towards the nation-wide comparability of the CME values.

Investigating the distributions of ME and CME values when aggregated per Urban Area
gives a clearer view regarding their relation with urban characteristics. Table 2 compares
the distributions of ME and CME values per Urban Area by means of a Wilcoxon Rank
Sum test and finds ME and CME value distributions to be statistically different in all urban
areas except for the surroundings of small poles. Greatest differences are observable for the
major urban pole class where ME values are clearly higher than CME values.

Figure 5. Spatial patterns of (a) ME values (b) Number of visited towers per person over the 1.5-month
period (c) CME values (d) Hotspots (red) and coldspots (blue) of CME values at different significance
levels as calculated by the Getis-Ord Gi*-statistic Green areas accord to filtered-out cell-towers as
described earlier
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Table 3 shows that distributions of CME values differ significantly between Urban
Areas, making it a relevant delineation for our study. As can also be observed in Figure
6a, Urban Areas that develop around major employment centers depict (significantly)
higher mobility diversity compared to all other Urban Areas. Multi-polarized municipa-
lities, too, have high CME values, especially when situated near major poles. Municipalities
outside the influence of poles have a rather high average CME value, but their wide dis-
tribution indicates the range of different situations that can be encountered in this cat-
egory. The contrary can be said about the medium pole (and to a smaller extent, the
major pole) class where a narrow distribution indicates similar observations of mobility
diversity to be observed in different employment centers all over France.

Focusing on the relation between urban poles (employment centers) and their sur-
roundings in Figure 6b, it is clear that surrounding areas of major and medium poles
have higher CME values compared to their centers. Most remarkably, we find a clear
decrease of CME values with size of the urban pole, both for the urban poles themselves

Table 2. Summary metrics of the distributions of ME and CME values and results from their pairwise
Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests for different classes in the official Urban Area Classification

Urban Area class
Mean of
ME values

Standard
deviation of
ME values

Mean of
CME
values

Standard
deviation of
CME values

Wilcoxon Rank
Sum test
(p-value)

Major pole 0.84 0.13 0.68 0.09 <0.01 (***)
Surrounding of major pole 0.76 0.09 0.69 0.08 <0.01 (***)
Medium pole 0.68 0.09 0.62 0.07 <0.01 (***)
Surrounding of medium pole 0.67 0.10 0.66 0.10 <0.01 (***)
Small pole 0.62 0.09 0.59 0.08 <0.01 (***)
Surrounding of small pole 0.63 0.09 0.63 0.09 0.6968 (Non-sign).
Multi-polarized in large urban area 0.69 0.09 0.65 0.08 <0.01 (***)
Other multi-polarized 0.67 0.10 0.66 0.09 <0.01 (***)
Outside urban influence 0.62 0.11 0.61 0.10 <0.01 (***)

Note: P-values are given on significance level <0.01 (***), <0.02 (**), <0.05(*).

Table 3. P-values of the Pairwise Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests between CME distributions of all different
classes in the official Urban Area classification

Urban Area class
Major
Pole

Surrounding
of major pole

Medium
Pole

Surrounding
of medium

pole
Small
pole

Surrounding
of small pole

Multipolarized
in a large urban

area

Other
multi-

polarized

Surrounding of
major pole

<0.01
(***)

Medium pole <0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

Surrounding of
medium pole

<0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

Small pole <0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

Surroundings of
small pole

0.02
(**)

<0.01
(***)

Non-
sign.

<0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

Multi-polarized
in a large
urban area

<0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

Other multi-
polarized

<0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

Non-sign. <0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***).

<0.01
(***)

Outside urban
influence

<0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

Non-
sign.

<0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

<0.01
(***)

Note: P-values are denoted by significance level <0.01 (***), <0.02 (**), <0.05(*).
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and their surroundings. Bigger urban poles depict higher diversity of mobility both in their
surrounding areas and centers, suggesting there is an interesting urban scaling law to be
uncovered between both.

Relations between (Corrected) Mobility Entropy and Mobility-Related Variables

Besides investigating the spatial patterns, one outstanding question is how CME values
relate to other variables, and to what degree our correction has altered relations compared
to using ME values. Deploying simple linear regression models between ME, CME, and
several socioeconomic or environmental variables in France offer some initial insights,
especially since comparing the relation between ME and variable x to the relation
between CME and the same variable x, allows us to highlight the difference between
ME and CME introduced by our correction. Figure 7 and Table 4 show the simple
linear regressions between ME, CME, and a selection of variables such as income, share
of public transportation use, and land use. Table A1 (in the Appendix) gathers the
results of all simple linear regressions.

In general, simple linear regressions have very little predictive power (low adjusted R2-
values) and using CME instead of ME values does not implicate radical shifts in observed
(simple) regression coefficients. Relations do tend to be less pronounced when using CME,
which is not really surprising given the smoothing effect of the correction factor. What is
remarkable though is that by using CME instead of ME, three relations shift significance
(See Table 4). When correcting ME to CME, the share of artificial land use in a munici-
pality becomes insignificant to explain mobility diversity. This is not really surprising as
the share of artificial land use highly coincides with cell-tower density, which was the
focus of our correction. Correcting mobility entropy for cell-tower density, therefore,
also renders the relation between artificial land use and mobility entropy insignificant.
The opposite is observed for the share of agricultural land use and the share of car as a
transport mode which both become significant when correcting to CME. These shifts in
significance coincide well with previous findings. Here too, these shifts imply CME
values to be higher in areas with higher agricultural shares (like rural areas, but also
certain suburban areas, especially around smaller city centers) whereas based on ME
values one would expect mobility diversity to be higher in areas with higher artificial
land use (like larger city centers). With this pattern in mind, it is extremely interesting
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Figure 6. Density plot of CME values per class in the official Urban Area classification. For different
Urban Areas (a) and focus on the three main urban classes and their sub-urban areas (b) Values are
calculated for all cell-towers in France as the average of all users that have a ‘home’ at these cell-towers
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to notice that CME values unveil the role of car use as transport mode as a possible expla-
natory factor for mobility diversity whereas ME values did not.

The insights that can be obtained from simple regressions are rather limited, especially
because of the small predictive power that has been obtained by these models. For this
reason, we deploy two multiple regression models incorporating all independent variables
and their interaction terms in order to predict either ME or CME values. Doing so allows
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Figure 7. Linear regression between collected variables related to mobility and ME or CME values Den-
sities of observation points in the plot are color-coded and base on the absolute numbers of obser-
vations in the plot area. Adjusted R² measures are given, as well as p-values, and estimates for
intercept and slope of the regression. Values for CME and ME are calculated for all cell-towers in
France as the average value of all users that have a ‘home’ at these cell-towers. Values for median
income, trips by car or public transport and employment in residence of commune are based on
French census data. Shares of land-use are based on Corine data
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us to gain an insight into which variables are more powerful in predicting nationwide
value distributions for ME and CME, as this could help to improve predictions over
simple regression models. Table 5 shows all statistically significant parameters with an
estimated regression coefficient larger than 0.1 (or for negative coefficients smaller than
–0.1) for the two multiple regression models (one for ME, the other for CME values).
We use the normalized values for all independent variables meaning that we can
compare the magnitude of the estimated regression coefficients between independent vari-
ables. Full information of both multiple regression models is given in Tables A4 and A5 (in
the Appendix).

Investigating both multiple regression models, as partially displayed in Table 5, we can
see that the predictive power of the ME model is quite a lot higher than the CME model
(R2 of 0.40 versus 0.18), even though the same independent variables were used. Investi-
gating the most significant explanatory variables and their predictive force we find the ME
model to have a set of significant and strongly explanatory variables, like distance to a large
city, median income and share of public transport as transport mode, that,

Table 4. Regression coefficient estimates for single linear regression models predicting ME or CME
values

Variable Description
Correlation
with CME

Correlation
with ME

Median income The median income per household member 0.000006
0.030 (***)

0.000021
0.19 (***)

Car share The share of trips made by car 0.031
0.0022 (***)

–0.0073
0.000035 (0.15)

Public transportation
share

The share of trips made by public transportation 0.068
0.0059 (***)

0.54
0.12 (***)

Employment in
municipality

The share of people working in their municipality
of residence

–0.067
0.020 (***)

–0.17
0.076 (***)

Artificial land use The share of artificial land use in a municipality 0.0023
–0.00000077 (0.37)

0.2
0.10 (***)

Agricultural land use The share of agricultural land use in a municipality 0.05
0.044 (***)

0.02
0.0000043 (0.28)

Note: The regression coefficient (top), adjusted R² measures (bottom left), and p-values (bottom right) on significance level
<0.01 (***), <0.02 (**), <0.05(*), or exact p-value, or exact p-value are given.

Table 5. Regression coefficient estimates for a selected set of independent variables for two multiple
linear regression models predicting either ME or CME values

Multiple linear regression for dependent variable: ME
(R2 = 0.404, R2-adj. = 0.401)

Multiple linear regression for dependent variable: CME
(R2 = 0.189, R2-adj. = 0.185)

Estimate t-statistic Pr(>|t|) Estimate t-statistic Pr(>|t|)

Median income 0.23 34.09 0.000(***) Land use artificial –0.20 –5.98 0.000(***)
Public transport (share) 0.20 20.08 0.000(***) Active population 0.20 30.09 0.000(***)
City distance –0.20 –31.40 0.000(***) Mean elevation –0.16 –14.55 0.000(***)
Active population 0.17 29.86 0.000(***) City distance –0.13 –17.48 0.000(***)
Mean elevation –0.14 –15.36 0.000(***) Median income 0.12 15.53 0.000(***)
Land use forest –0.11 –2.42 0.015(**) LU artificial:Car (share) 0.12 2.97 0.003(***)
LU forest:City distance 0.11 2.33 0.020(**) Employed in municipality 0.12 12.11 0.000(***)
LU agriculture:City distance 0.11 2.25 0.025(*) LU forest:Car (share) 0.16 2.49 0.013(**)
LU forest:Car (share) 0.11 2.06 0.040(*) LU_agriculture:Car (share) 0.15 2.21 0.027(*)

Note: For both models adjusted R² measures, regression coefficients and related p-values (rounded at 3 decimals) based on
the t-statistic are given with significance levels <0.01 (***), <0.02 (**), and <0.05(*). Estimates were selected on (i) having
a p-value significant at, at least, 0.05 level and (ii) having a coefficient estimate with an absolute value higher than 0.1.
Estimates are organized by significance level and sorted by absolute value of the coefficient estimate.
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interpretatively, align well with the definitions of larger city centers. A finding that, given
the nature of the ME calculations and the cell-tower density bias, could be expected.
Additionally, there is a second set of variables that are both less explanatory and less sig-
nificant and seem to deal with non-urban environments. Here a focus lies on municipa-
lities with higher shares of forest, and mainly through interaction terms of remoteness.
This too is not entirely unexpected in relation to the cell-tower density bias for ME
values as remote forest areas typically relate to low-density cell-tower areas.

The multiple regression model predicting CME values is rather different. Although geo-
graphical elements (distance to large city, elevation) remain more or less similar, the
median income factor now seems to share its predictive force with the share of workforce
employed in the municipality and also the demographic aspect of active workers in the
population gains importance in the model. More remarkable, however, is that the share
of public transport as travel mode has become insignificant and there is the appearance
of a strong and significant factor in the form of the share of artificial land use. The role
of the artificial land use share is puzzling, as it has a large negative regression coefficient,
which is not entirely expected given the non-existent relation in the simple linear
regression discussed before. Its role, however, is partly balanced out by a strong positive
interaction effect between artificial land use and the share of the car as transport mode.
An interesting point is that the same interaction effects for the other available land-use
classes also have a prominent role in the model, rendering the combination of car and
land use one of the cornerstones for the interpretation of nationwide CME patterns.

Reflecting on the lower predictive power of the model for CME (R2 of 0.18) compared
to the model for ME (R2 of 0.40), one could argue that its focus on typically (large) urban
characteristics probably boosts its predictive force given that a large share of French muni-
cipalities are classified under the influence of major poles or within a large urbanized area
(around 65 percent as can be derived from Table 1). The CME model probably is not
capable of mining this quick win in predictive force, making it less efficient in pure pre-
diction. This, however, does not mean the CME model is less useful for research. After all,
the model indicates that some general tendencies can be derived but that local situations
are probably far more complex and in need of further in-depth study.

Discussion

Throughout our investigation we argued that the traditional indicator used to describe
individual movement diversity from movement patterns, the mobility entropy, is depen-
dent on the amount of possible observation points. This is problematic given that
several new technologies allow us to collect data on human movement for large-scale
populations, but do not possess observation points that are evenly distributed over the ter-
ritory. Differing densities of observation points, like cell-towers for mobile phone data or
check-in places for location-based services, therefore introduce a structural bias in the cal-
culation of mobility entropy, obscuring our insights and interpretations. Investigations on
small-scale areas with more or less constant densities of observation points will be less
prone to this bias but if we want to take full advantage of large-scale geographical datasets,
the bias needs to be accounted for.

On a more general note, we reckon that even though current data coverage might be
large-scale, this doesn’t automatically imply that our analytics are objective at such a
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large scale. Biases occur in different ways and at different scales as they might be due to,
among other factors, changing context and user groups, non-objective data collection
methods, or even unthoughtful methodology. As a consequence, critical evaluation
becomes crucial in the largely empirical research domains that are emerging around
large-scale data captured by new information technologies.

The main problem, in this perspective, remains the absence of proper validation data
that, even if only to a small degree, could match the extent and diversity of the newly gath-
ered data sources. Obviously, this absence strongly complicates validation of current
research practices. It also frustrates efforts to challenge existing practices since neither
the claimer nor the challenger has solid ground to prove its “trustworthiness.” The situ-
ation of this study is similar. Through publications (Pappalardo et al., 2016; Song, Qu,
et al., 2010) and implementation in software packages like bandicoot.py (de Montjoye
et al., 2016), the use of the mobility entropy indicator is slowly becoming institutionalized
even though no validation efforts have yet been published and thus little discussion on its
trustworthiness has yet been conducted.

In this paper, we challenge the use of the standard mobility entropy for comparison
between large-scale regions. As we are the first to explicitly investigate the spatial
pattern of mobility entropy at nation-wide scale, we revealed its sensitivity to changing
densities of observations points and showed how this troubles interpretation in relation
to, for example, urban areas or census data. We argued that a correction is necessary
and proposed Corrected Mobility Entropy (CME) as a solution. Even though it remains
difficult to validate our proposed correction and, to a lesser extent, the parameter
choices we make, we clearly documented our train of thought and turned to a detailed
investigation of the case of mobile phone data in France.

One outstanding question is how our proposed correction would translate to other geo-
located large datasets like for instance those collected from LBS or OSN. The underlying
assumption when constructing the correction factor for mobile phone data is that their use
(for calling/texting) is independent from the (passive) location recording. This assumption
does not hold for location based social media or online social networks where location
recording is an active act embedded in the mediated use of the service. As such, for
these applications the heterogeneous possibility of being detected in a location is not
only given by a spatial, infrastructural element (the density of possible check-in locations
in an area) but also, and possibly even more so, by the mediation of these locations within
the application (the “attractivity” of sharing this location within the context of the appli-
cation). This extra layer of heterogeneity most probably needs to be accounted for when
constructing a correction factor for such applications.

For the case of mobile phone data in France, our findings show that the proposed Cor-
rected Mobility Entropy (CME) is less correlated to cell-tower density compared to stan-
dard Mobility Entropy (ME) values, hence reducing the bias when comparing CME values
for regions with different cell-tower densities. Except for some regions, which we identify
as border regions or regions with limited coverage, CME values across France are inter-
pretable as they form a coherent spatial pattern (See Figure 5c), have significant relation-
ships with other mobility related variables derived from census or satellite images (See
Tables 4 and 5 and Figure 7) and depict significantly different distributions for different
Urban Areas (See Figure 6 and Table 3).
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Interestingly, correcting ME to CME does not result in fundamentally changing
relations with socioeconomic, mobility-related indicators provided by census as expressed
by the simple linear regressions in Table 4 and Figure 7. This is true for all investigated
census indicators except for one: the share of car use during trips. In this case, the relation
with ME is insignificant, but the relation with CME becomes significant. Given the impor-
tant role of cars in terms of accessibility and individual mobility, this is an important
finding that seems to endorse our argument for CME.

Despite only a minor shift in the relation with socioeconomic variables, correcting ME
for cell-tower density has a profound effect on the spatial pattern of observed mobility
entropy as can be seen by comparing Figure 5a and 5c and as has been proven statistically
at the Urban Area level in Table 2. The relation between CME values and the French urban
system becomes clearer when investigating the distributions of CME values in different
Urban Areas as was done in Figure 6. To our surprise, using the Urban Area classification
proposed by the French National Statistics Office rendered significantly different distri-
butions of observed degrees of mobility diversity for (almost) all urban areas (See Table
3). We find distributions of CME values to be significantly larger in surrounding areas
compared to their related urban poles. Additionally, we find mobility diversity based in
both urban and suburban regions to decrease considerably with lowering urban center
sizes (See Figure 6b), suggesting the existence of a scaling law for mobility diversity in
France.

Trying to interpret the spatial patterns of ME and CME values based on their relation-
ship with both socioeconomic and environmental variables confirmed the idea that CME
appropriate suburban zones as the locations where mobility diversity is highest, compared
to city centers for ME. The simple regression models using land use as independent vari-
able in Table 4 and Figure 7 already hinted towards such an interpretation. They showed
CME to have a significant relation with share of agricultural land use but not with the
share of artificial land use in a municipality, whereas the opposite was found for ME
values. The results from two multiple regression models, as given in Table 5, allow for a
more elaborate interpretation. The multiple regression model to predict ME values can
be interpreted as operating in an urban-remote dichotomy, focusing mostly on character-
istics both geographical (city distance, elevation, land use) and economical (median
income, share of active population, and share of public transport as transport mode)
that allows for the distinguishing of large city centers. In contrast, the multiple regression
model to predict CME values, although less explanatory in its whole, does not focus on this
urban–remote dichotomy. Instead, it unveils a more complex process that encompasses
interactions between employment centers, distances to cities, demographics, incomes,
land use, and the role of the car as its main explanatory dimensions. According to the mul-
tiple regression models, higher (corrected) mobility entropies can be expected in areas that
are economically active (higher active population, higher median income, higher employ-
ment within the municipality), where the share of car use for trips is higher and indepen-
dent from which land use is predominant (although interaction terms strongly suggest
there to be different regimes for different land use mixes), and that are situated closer
to large cities, typically on lower elevations, and with a smaller share of artificial land
use. It is reassuring, that such a description matches well with what can be expected
from suburban areas, especially around medium and large cities, which are also the
locations of hotspots for CME values as can be seen in Figure 5d.
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All of these findings suggest a strong link between individual mobility diversity and the
urban system, which opens up exciting research opportunities in urban geography and
planning, mobility and transport modelling, or even in official statistics. Given that moni-
toring of individual mobility diversity for nationwide populations can be done rather
easily by CDR data, the use of CME values presents itself as a prerequisite step to under-
stand, monitor, and evaluate changes in the dynamics between human mobility and the
urban system.

Conclusion

In this paper, we focused on the derivation of the so-called Mobility Entropy (ME) from
mobile phone records as an indicator of the diversity of individual movement. Being the
first to look into nationwide, spatial patterns of mobility entropy, we raised the issue that
standard ME calculations depict a structural dependency on cell-tower density, rendering
comparison of ME values between regions biased. As a solution, we proposed a correction
in the form of the Corrected Mobility Entropy (CME).

We applied our solution to a French CDR dataset calculating CME values for ∼18.5
million users. Our results show the corrected mobility entropy (CME) to be less correlated
to cell-tower density (r = –0.17) and to render a different, more detailed spatial pattern
compared to the traditional mobility entropy (ME) which has a strong correlation with
cell-tower density (r = –0.59) and a clear bias towards areas with high cell-tower densities
like cities or major roads.

To better understand the spatial patterns of CME values in France, we investigated the
relationship with several socioeconomic and land use indicators from census or satellite
image data. By means of both single and multiple linear regressions we show the diversity
of individual movement to be related to factors like income, the share of car use in trips,
employment in the municipality of residence, land use, and the distance to large cities. The
obtained regression models reveal several significant variables, but are limited in predictive
power, indicating the more complex and, probably, local nature of relations left to explore.
Compared to the same regressions performed on traditional ME values, we find using
CME installs a significant relation with use of cars with a strong suggestion towards differ-
ent regimes for different land use classes.

Focusing on the regional patterns of CME values, we found significant differences
between distributions of CME values for different Urban Areas as defined by the
French National Statistical Institute (INSEE). Our main findings show diversity of mobi-
lity to be highest in suburban regions, with distributions of CME values being significantly
larger in suburban regions compared to their related urban centers. Additionally, we find
mobility diversity in both urban and suburban regions to decrease considerably with low-
ering urban center sizes, suggesting an urban scaling law for mobility diversity in France.

All our findings suggest our proposed correction of mobility entropy (CME) to result in
a more reliable indicator when it comes to comparing the diversity of human movement
between large-scale regions based on mobile phone data. As our analysis allows more
correct describing, understanding, and delineating of regions or urban areas with
respect to individual mobility, we believe our findings to be relevant for planning and
policy, especially from the perspective of urban development, and to have clear appli-
cations in official statistics, urban planning, and mobility research.
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Notes

1. In the case of CDR data, observation points are equal o cell-towers, which is the spatial res-
olution in which the data is observed.

2. For an extensive literature review on the different applications of CDR data in research, see
Blondel, Decuyper, and Krings, 2015.

3. The 2010 Urban Area classification is based on data collected between 2006 and 2010 in the
national census survey.

4. Rememer that we want our ME measure to express the diversity of movement, not the absol-
ute number of visited towers. A direct relation between both indicates an (unwanted) depen-
dency induced by higher chances of visiting more cell-towers in areas with high cell-tower
density, rather than an objective measurement of movement diversity.

5. Given the definition, movement patterns that are often repeated, like commuting back and
forth between work and home, contribute little to the entropy, resulting in low entropy
values. They are the opposite of a diverse movement pattern.
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Appendix

Figure A1. Sensitivity of correlations between cell-tower density and average CME values of all cell-
towers calculated with scaling range (a–b) between (a) 0.5–1.5, (b) 0.6–1.4, (c) 0.8–1.2, (d) 0.9–1.1
Cell-tower densities are estimated by means of the Voronoi circumference. All averages are calculated
by the average value for all users having a detected ‘home’ at the concerned cell-tower. All parameter
estimations for the linear regression are p < 0.05

Figure A2. Spatial distribution of the Urban Area Classes. Source: Combes et al., 2017, based on Brutel
and Levy, 2011
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Figure A3. Spatial distribution of Orange cell-towers in France
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Table A1. Correlation between collected variables related to mobility, ME and CME values

Variable Description
Correlation
with ME

Correlation
with CME

Median income The median income per household member 0.19 (***) 0.030 (***)
Active population The share of municipality population between

15 and 65 years old
0.095 (***) 0.0095 (***)

Working population The employed share of the active population 0.06 (***) 0.011 (***)
Commuting distance The median commuting distance for a municipality1 0.097 (***) 0.014 (***)
Car share The share of trips made by car 0.000035 (0.15) 0.0022 (***)
Public transportation
share

The share of trips made by public transportation 0.12 (***) 0.0059 (***)

Car ownership The average number of cars owned per household 0.0011 (***) 0.011 (***)
Employment in
municipality

The share of people working in their municipality of
residence

0.075 (***) 0.020 (***)

Mean elevation The mean elevation of the municipality2 0.042 (***) 0.036 (***)
Artificial land use The share of artificial land use in a municipality3 0.10 (***) –0.00000077 (0.37)
Agricultural land use The share of agricultural land use in a municipality3 0.0000043 (0.28) 0.044 (***)
Natural land use The share of forest in a municipality3 0.040 (***) 0.051 (***)
Road distance Average distance in the municipality to nearest

major road4
0.019 (***) 0.0019 (***)

City distance Average distance in the municipality to nearest city
with > 20,000 inhabitants

0.14 (***) 0.027 (***)

Station distance Average distance in the municipality to nearest
train station

0.033 (***) 0.0059 (***)

Adjusted R² measures are given, as well as p-values on significance level <0.01 (***), <0.02 (**), <0.05(*), or the exact p-
value. Superscripts are: 1: Based on CDR data, 2: Based on SRTM data, 3: Based on Corine data, 4: Major roads equal the
regional road network.

Table A2. Summary metrics for the distributions of circumferences of the Voronoi polygons for all
cell-towers in different classes in the official Urban Area Classification

Circumference of Voronoi Polygons

Urban Area class Mean
Standard
deviation

0%
quantile

(minimum)
25%

quantile

50%
quantile
(median)

75%
quantile

100%
quantile

(maximum)

Major pole 7.6 6.8 0.1 2.9 5.4 10.3 72.0
Surrounding of major pole 25.4 9.3 1.9 18.3 25.0 31.6 67.8
Medium pole 21.0 9.6 0.2 13.2 21.5 27.9 48.0
Surrounding of medium pole 32.2 8.3 14.3 26.4 31.4 38.0 51.6
Small pole 31.3 11.6 4.4 24.3 31.4 38.8 74.7
Surrounding of small pole 35.7 7.8 16.8 29.9 34.9 41.7 50.6
Multi-polarized in a large urban
area

29.0 8.8 5.5 22.8 28.7 34.7 62.2

Other multi-polarized 33.5 8.8 6.1 27.9 33.4 39.2 71.3
Outside urban influence 36.4 11.3 3.6 29.2 36.5 43.6 79.0

Note: All metrics are in km.
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Table A3. Pairwise Correlation coefficients between all mobility related variables used in the analysis

Employment
municipality

Car
ownership

Public
transport
share

Car
share

Commute
distance

Active
pop.

Working
pop.

Median
income

Station
distance

City
distance

Road
distance

Natural
land
use

Agriculture
land use

Artificial
land use

Mean elevation 0.26 –0.03 –0.10 –0.11 0.19 0.08 –0.06 –0.05 0.10 0.27 0.15 0.58 –0.45 -0.15
Artificial land use 0.01 –0.38 0.56 –0.30 –0.32 –0.15 0.15 0.29 –0.22 –0.28 –0.25 –0.18 –0.38
Agricultural land use –0.16 0.24 –0.26 0.19 0.04 0.19 –0.03 –0.17 –0.05 –0.04 0.01 –0.83
Natural land use 0.16 –0.03 –0.06 –0.02 0.15 –0.12 –0.05 0.01 0.18 0.21 0.14
Road distance 0.07 0.07 –0.12 –0.01 0.19 0.00 –0.12 –0.15 0.11 0.14
City distance 0.35 –0.06 –0.14 –0.17 0.49 –0.10 –0.32 –0.28 0.26
Station distance 0.23 –0.03 –0.19 –0.02 0.23 –0.13 –0.19 –0.20
Median income –0.32 0.10 0.33 0.03 –0.27 0.27 0.39
Working population –0.42 0.15 0.23 0.14 –0.28 0.21
Active population –0.28 0.26 0.02 0.13 –0.05
Commuting distance 0.27 –0.03 –0.14 –0.13
Car share –0.48 0.46 –0.48
Public transp. share –0.13 –0.27
Car ownership –0.39

Note: All correlations have p-values <0.01.
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Table A4. Regression coefficient estimates for multiple linear regression model predicting the ME
values
Variable or Interaction term Estimate Pr(>|t|)

Intercept –0.037 0.000
Mean Elevation –0.143 0.000
LU artificial 0.034 0.236
LU agricultural –0.030 0.524
LU forest –0.109 0.015
Road Distance –0.012 0.032
City Distance –0.201 0.000
Station Distance –0.011 0.214
Median Income 0.226 0.000
Active population 0.040 0.000
Working population 0.170 0.000
Commuting Distance –0.067 0.000
Car share 0.053 0.000
Public Trans. share 0.205 0.000
Car ownership 0.035 0.000
Employment in Mun. 0.042 0.000
Mean Elevation:LU artificial –0.002 0.959
Mean Elevation:LU agricultural –0.007 0.900
Mean Elevation:LU forest –0.014 0.785
Mean Elevation:Road Distance 0.029 0.000
Mean Elevation:City Distance 0.035 0.000
Mean Elevation:Station Distance –0.008 0.165
Mean Elevation:Median Income –0.032 0.000
Mean Elevation:Active population 0.018 0.005
Mean Elevation:Working population 0.028 0.000
Mean Elevation:Commuting Distance 0.023 0.000
Mean Elevation:Car share –0.011 0.155
Mean Elevation:Public Trans. share –0.002 0.835
Mean Elevation:Car ownership –0.012 0.095
Mean Elevation:Employment in Mun. 0.031 0.000
LU artificial:LU agricultural 0.005 0.545
LU artificial:LU forest –0.008 0.480
LU artificial:Road Distance –0.036 0.148
LU artificial:City Distance 0.032 0.239
LU artificial:Station Distance 0.037 0.293
LU artificial:Median Income 0.038 0.049
LU artificial:Active population –0.011 0.643
LU artificial:Working population 0.007 0.788
LU artificial:Commuting Distance 0.028 0.245
LU artificial:Car share 0.082 0.017
LU artificial:Public Trans. share 0.046 0.081
LU artificial:Car ownership 0.034 0.248
LU artificial:Employment in Mun. –0.028 0.337
LU agricultural:LU forest –0.022 0.001
LU agricultural:Road Distance –0.003 0.945
LU agricultural:City Distance 0.108 0.025
LU agricultural:Station Distance 0.080 0.177
LU agricultural:Median Income 0.072 0.037
LU agricultural:Active population –0.059 0.177
LU agricultural:Working population 0.047 0.271
LU agricultural:Commuting Distance 0.076 0.069
LU agricultural:Car share 0.111 0.058
LU agricultural:Public Trans. share 0.009 0.845
LU agricultural:Car ownership 0.015 0.770
LU agricultural:Employment in Mun. –0.072 0.165
LU forest:Road Distance –0.033 0.406
LU forest:City Distance 0.105 0.020
LU forest:Station Distance 0.093 0.093
LU forest:Median Income 0.069 0.037
LU forest:Active population –0.038 0.362

(Continued )
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Table A4. Continued.
Variable or Interaction term Estimate Pr(>|t|)

LU forest:Working population 0.015 0.713
LU forest:Commuting Distance 0.068 0.085
LU forest:Car share 0.114 0.040
LU forest:Public Trans. share 0.006 0.901
LU forest:Car ownership 0.014 0.765
LU forest:Employment in Mun. –0.059 0.224
Road Distance:City Distance 0.002 0.700
Road Distance:Station Distance 0.000 0.975
Road Distance:Median Income 0.008 0.204
Road Distance:Active population –0.013 0.018
Road Distance:Working population –0.009 0.090
Road Distance:Commuting Distance –0.016 0.007
Road Distance:Car share 0.005 0.436
Road Distance:Public Trans. share –0.024 0.002
Road Distance:Car ownership –0.017 0.002
Road Distance:Employment in Mun. –0.004 0.589
City Distance:Station Distance –0.016 0.000
City Distance:Median Income –0.018 0.010
City Distance:Active population 0.000 0.942
City Distance:Working population –0.038 0.000
City Distance:Commuting Distance –0.048 0.000
City Distance:Car share –0.023 0.003
City Distance:Public Trans. share 0.061 0.000
City Distance:Car ownership –0.006 0.373
City Distance:Employment in Mun. –0.011 0.129
Station Distance:Median Income –0.024 0.001
Station Distance:Active population 0.004 0.443
Station Distance:Working population –0.009 0.097
Station Distance:Commuting Distance –0.008 0.123
Station Distance:Car share 0.020 0.005
Station Distance:Public Trans. share –0.009 0.470
Station Distance:Car ownership –0.006 0.404
Station Distance:Employment in Mun. –0.008 0.138
Median Income:Active population 0.027 0.000
Median Income:Working population –0.019 0.001
Median Income:Commuting Distance –0.004 0.608
Median Income:Car share 0.002 0.830
Median Income:Public Trans. share 0.023 0.001
Median Income:Car ownership 0.052 0.000
Median Income:Employment in Mun. 0.023 0.004
Active population:Working population 0.003 0.544
Active population:Commuting Distance –0.018 0.002
Active population:Car share 0.012 0.083
Active population:Public Trans. share 0.030 0.000
Active population:Car ownership –0.011 0.062
Active population:Employment in Mun. 0.018 0.009
Working population:Commuting Distance 0.011 0.066
Working population:Car share 0.014 0.042
Working population:Public Trans. share –0.008 0.327
Working population:Car ownership –0.024 0.000
Working population:Employment in Mun. –0.056 0.000
Commuting Distance:Car share –0.019 0.006
Commuting Distance:Public Trans. share –0.050 0.000
Commuting Distance:Car ownership 0.001 0.916
Commuting Distance:Employment in Mun. –0.016 0.011
Car share:Public Trans. share 0.062 0.000
Car share:Car ownership 0.008 0.162
Car share:Employment in Mun. 0.021 0.001
Public Trans. share:Car ownership –0.031 0.000
Public Trans. share:Employment in Mun. 0.036 0.000
Car ownership:Employment in Mun. 0.056 0.000

Note: P-values are calculated based on a t-statistic.
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Table A5. Regression coefficient estimates for multiple linear regression model predicting the CME
values
Variable or Interaction term Estimate Pr(>|t|)

Intercept –0.02 0.045
Mean Elevation –0.16 0.000
LU artificial –0.20 0.000
LU agricultural 0.09 0.109
LU forest –0.05 0.326
Road Distance –0.02 0.000
City Distance –0.13 0.000
Station Distance 0.01 0.513
Median Income 0.12 0.000
Active population –0.02 0.005
Working population 0.20 0.000
Commuting Distance –0.04 0.000
Car share 0.05 0.000
Public Trans. share 0.10 0.000
Car ownership 0.04 0.000
Employment in Mun. 0.12 0.000
Mean Elevation:LU artificial –0.03 0.470
Mean Elevation:LU agricultural –0.12 0.053
Mean Elevation:LU forest –0.12 0.035
Mean Elevation:Road Distance 0.02 0.001
Mean Elevation:City Distance 0.05 0.000
Mean Elevation:Station Distance –0.01 0.224
Mean Elevation:Median Income –0.02 0.080
Mean Elevation:Active population 0.03 0.000
Mean Elevation:Working population 0.01 0.149
Mean Elevation:Commuting Distance 0.02 0.001
Mean Elevation:Car share –0.01 0.253
Mean Elevation:Public Trans. share 0.00 0.821
Mean Elevation:Car ownership –0.02 0.015
Mean Elevation:Employment in Mun. 0.05 0.000
LU artificial:LU agricultural –0.06 0.000
LU artificial:LU forest –0.07 0.000
LU artificial:Road Distance –0.07 0.014
LU artificial:City Distance –0.01 0.846
LU artificial:Station Distance 0.03 0.491
LU artificial:Median Income 0.04 0.085
LU artificial:Active population –0.01 0.654
LU artificial:Working population 0.05 0.087
LU artificial:Commuting Distance 0.05 0.076
LU artificial:Car share 0.12 0.003
LU artificial:Public Trans. share 0.04 0.194
LU artificial:Car ownership 0.04 0.244
LU artificial:Employment in Mun. 0.05 0.156
LU agricultural:LU forest 0.00 0.546
LU agricultural:Road Distance –0.03 0.498
LU agricultural:City Distance 0.08 0.138
LU agricultural:Station Distance 0.09 0.171
LU agricultural:Median Income 0.06 0.110
LU agricultural:Active population –0.06 0.273
LU agricultural:Working population 0.09 0.069
LU agricultural:Commuting Distance 0.08 0.091
LU agricultural:Car share 0.15 0.027
LU agricultural:Public Trans. share 0.00 0.934
LU agricultural:Car ownership 0.01 0.897
LU agricultural:Employment in Mun. 0.05 0.440
LU forest:Road Distance –0.05 0.237
LU forest:City Distance 0.07 0.209
LU forest:Station Distance 0.09 0.172
LU forest:Median Income 0.05 0.236
LU forest:Active population –0.03 0.572

(Continued )
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Table A5. Continued.
Variable or Interaction term Estimate Pr(>|t|)

LU forest:Working population 0.06 0.184
LU forest:Commuting Distance 0.08 0.070
LU forest:Car share 0.16 0.013
LU forest:Public Trans. share 0.00 0.971
LU forest:Car ownership 0.01 0.817
LU forest:Employment in Mun. 0.02 0.703
Road Distance:City Distance 0.00 0.621
Road Distance:Station Distance 0.01 0.329
Road Distance:Median Income 0.02 0.009
Road Distance:Active population –0.02 0.004
Road Distance:Working population –0.02 0.001
Road Distance:Commuting Distance –0.01 0.050
Road Distance:Car share 0.00 0.632
Road Distance:Public Trans. share –0.01 0.134
Road Distance:Car ownership –0.02 0.001
Road Distance:Employment in Mun. 0.00 0.793
City Distance:Station Distance –0.01 0.011
City Distance:Median Income –0.03 0.002
City Distance:Active population –0.01 0.199
City Distance:Working population –0.06 0.000
City Distance:Commuting Distance –0.06 0.000
City Distance:Car share –0.02 0.006
City Distance:Public Trans. share 0.06 0.000
City Distance:Car ownership –0.01 0.510
City Distance:Employment in Mun. –0.02 0.029
Station Distance:Median Income –0.01 0.384
Station Distance:Active population 0.00 0.733
Station Distance:Working population –0.01 0.071
Station Distance:Commuting Distance –0.01 0.037
Station Distance:Car share 0.01 0.171
Station Distance:Public Trans. share 0.01 0.557
Station Distance:Car ownership –0.01 0.289
Station Distance:Employment in Mun. –0.01 0.070
Median Income:Active population 0.03 0.000
Median Income:Working population –0.04 0.000
Median Income:Commuting Distance 0.01 0.079
Median Income:Car share 0.00 0.613
Median Income:Public Trans. share 0.03 0.001
Median Income:Car ownership 0.05 0.000
Median Income:Employment in Mun. 0.03 0.000
Active population:Working population 0.00 0.878
Active population:Commuting Distance 0.00 0.931
Active population:Car share 0.01 0.126
Active population:Public Trans. share 0.03 0.001
Active population:Car ownership –0.01 0.075
Active population:Employment in Mun. 0.02 0.004
Working population:Commuting Distance 0.00 0.703
Working population:Car share 0.02 0.004
Working population:Public Trans. share –0.02 0.017
Working population:Car ownership –0.03 0.000
Working population:Employment in Mun. –0.05 0.000
Commuting Distance:Car share –0.02 0.051
Commuting Distance:Public Trans. share –0.04 0.000
Commuting Distance:Car ownership 0.01 0.182
Commuting Distance:Employment in Mun. –0.01 0.054
Car share:Public Trans. share 0.03 0.000
Car share:Car ownership 0.01 0.145
Car share:Employment in Mun. 0.02 0.003
Public Trans. share:Car ownership –0.02 0.084
Public Trans. share:Employment in Mun. 0.03 0.008
Car ownership:Employment in Mun. 0.06 0.000

Note: P-values are calculated based on the t-statistic.
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